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Halfway through his theatrical career Molière was becoming famous as a clown, actor, director, and manager, but not as a playwright; he’d only just begun to supply his troupe with some material from his own pen, cheap: no royalties to pay. After years of provincial touring he was invited back home to Paris and given royal patronage and access to a theatre on the basis of his troupe’s improvised farces: stuff of theatrical dynamite but no literary value...most of which was never written down.

He never abandoned this genre, but he was also writing plays that have since established him as the Continent’s greatest comic author.

In September of 1665 Louis XIV bade him, along with a royal composer and choreographer, devise an entertainment to perform at the sumptuous Palace of Versailles in four days. It was to be a comédie-ballet – a screwy, now-extinct form mixing comedy with interludes of music, dance, and farce (often unrelated to the main story) with a dollop of royal flattery. They had collaborated on several of these already, so they knew the drill; and for the comedy Molière relied on his years of experience improvising with his troupe.

This 4-day wonder, l’Amour médecin, starring Molière under his clown name, Sganarelle, succeeded at Versailles and soon with the Parisian public, but he knew it would have a rough ride as a literary text. He published it with an unusual note To The Reader in which he says that plays are made to be performed, not read, but suggests it’s especially true for this one. Don’t bother reading it, he says, unless you can imagine the music, the choreography, the ingenuity of the actors, and the total blend.

Evidently this hasn’t worked of late. Ever seen this play performed? Neither have I.

For the splendid occasion of the opening of this gorgeous new home for the School of Theatre & Dance, our company has tried to follow Molière’s advice, imagining his comédie-ballet – and its screwy, disjointed form – anew, stripping it back to its scenario and re-creating it through improvisation, inventing an analogous event rather than slavishly following a text whose author tells us to mistrust.

The topical references to celebrities of the day...transformed. Molière’s satire of doctors...meaningless for today’s audiences, as medicine is so utterly transformed. (Example: 17th-century doctor jokes often referred to their characteristic mode of transportation: mules. Not so much today.) This whimsical 3-legged beast of music, dance, and theatre has been re-imagined with one leg in the 17th century, one in the 21st, and one in Imaginationland, but with Molière’s comical thrust and ironic obsessions intact.

“It’s a strange business, making folks laugh,” he wrote. If you laugh, we’ve done our strange job.